In the selection of syringes, some choices are clear.
Ever since Medrad introduced the first disposable angiographic syringes, we’ve taken special pride in making them better. As needs have changed over the years, we’ve made Medrad Syringes easier to use, more convenient, and clearer, all of which makes them safer. The key to Medrad’s superior performance and reliability: our syringes are designed and calibrated as part of a Total Fluid Delivery System, meeting the highest standards of Medrad injectors. Because Medrad believes some choices should be clearer than others.
With angiographic syringes, greater clarity often means greater safety. Medrad’s Syringes are designed to make it easier for you to detect air bubbles. You can see the contrast inside the syringe, and a clear nut at the tip provides the best air bubble visualization available.

Quality is also clearly evident in every Medrad Syringe. Ribbed, reinforced necks provide extra strength. Operating plungers are designed to perform without sticking, alleviating uneven delivery. And the quick fill tubing shortens your preparation time, while giving you the most efficient setup possible.

Convenience is important in contrast delivery…it directly contributes to the quality of services you provide. That’s why Medrad gives you a variety of syringe sizes to meet your patients’ individual needs. We also design and calibrate our syringes so they are easier to connect to Medrad injectors and deliver contrast smoothly according to your exact requirements.

- It’s more than another syringe—it’s designed and calibrated to work with the Medrad injector as an integral part of our Total Fluid Delivery System.

- Medrad’s history of consistent quality ensures that our syringes provide superior performance with each procedure.

- Because procedures and dosages differ, Medrad Syringes offer you flexibility with multiple sizes.

- Medrad’s complete range of syringes fit all major injectors, so you can choose the proper syringe to meet the exact needs of the procedure and the patient.

At Medrad, we believe there can be no compromise in quality when designing a contrast delivery system. It’s why Medrad is committed to Quality for Life.®

To find out more about Medrad Syringes and the benefit of utilizing our Total Fluid Delivery Systems, contact your local Medrad Representative at 1-412-767-2400. Or visit our website: www.medrad.com
How to Order MEDRAD Quality.

The Qwik-Fit Syringe® Disposable provides:

- Quick disconnect, greater visualization, and reduced injector maintenance
- Reduced exposure to blood-borne pathogens
- One-handed connection of low-pressure tubing
- Efficient contrast delivery with shortneck design

**Notes:**
1. Kit contains 2 syringes, spikes for loading contrast media and saline, and 96" Y tubing without back check valve.
2. Kit contains 2 syringes, spikes for loading contrast media and saline, and 96" Y tubing with integrated back check valve.
3. Medrad Pulsar Ultrasound injector is available in Europe, Japan and Canada. Not available in the U.S.A.
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**Medrad Quality for Life.**

Medrad is dedicated to continually improving the quality of all our products and services such that our customers’ satisfaction, loyalty, and respect are unsurpassed. It is our policy to clearly understand and agree upon the valid requirements of the work we perform for our customers, both internal and external, and to pursue 100% conformance to those requirements, on time, every time.

Medrad reserves the right to modify the specifications and features described herein, or discontinue manufacture of the product described at any time without prior notice or obligation. Please contact your authorized Medrad representative for the most current information.

**Medrad, Inc.**
One Medrad Drive
Indianola, PA 15641-0780 U.S.A.
Telephone: 1 (412) 767-2400
Customer Service/Orders
1-800-MEDRAD-1
(1-800-633-7231)
Customer Service FAX
1 (412) 767-4129
International FAX
1 (412) 767-4128

Medrad Europe B.V.
P.O. Box 205 • 6190 AE Beek
The Netherlands
Telephone: +31 (0) 43-3585601
Fax: +31 (0) 43-3656598

www.medrad.com
E-mail address for more information: info@medrad.com
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